Meeting Minutes of Community Restoration Cluster – FATA

Meeting Co-chaired by: Abdul Haseeb, National Technical Specialist &
Asma Ansari, A. Cluster Coordinator, Community Restoration Cluster, FATA
Minute taker: Asma Ansari
Tuesday 12 April 2016
UNDP Sub Office - Peshawar
AGENDA
1. Welcome and Introduction (5 minutes)
2. Follow up action points from previous meeting (5 minutes)
3. “ GBV mainstreaming in CoRe’s deliverables” presentation by GBV SC (20 minutes)
4. “UNDP CFW” presentation by Livelihood Section UNDP (15 minutes)
5. Update/feedback on CoRe Cluster’s 1st quarter target, funding & NOC status (15 minutes)
6. AoB


Update on STAIT Mission (6-8 April, 2016)



ICM to Kurrum, Orakzai & NWA



Cluster members Updates

SOCIAL MEDIA OF THE COMMUNITY RESTORATION CLUSTER


For KP&FATA:

https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/pakistan/community-restoration
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

Welcome and Introduction


Community Restoration Cluster welcomed the participants and
thanked them for their participation which was followed by a round
of introduction.



Due to urgent meeting with government, Livelihood section will
deliver presentation on “UNDP CFW” in the next cluster meeting.

Discussion points of previous meeting


Decisions of the previous meeting were reviewed and the forum was
updated that actions were taken on all the action points.

“ GBV mainstreaming in CoRe’s deliverables” presentation by GBV
Sub Cluster


Learning Objectives: Review the frameworks, approaches,
principles and models that guide our work in this area. Identify the
levels and types of GBV Programme interventions that are
appropriate for your country context. GBV is a life threatening
protection issue primarily affecting women and children. All
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

humanitarian actors have a responsibility to take action from the
earliest stages of an emergency to prevent GBV and provide
appropriate assistance to survivors.


As per IASC Guidelines for Gender-based Violence Interventions
in Humanitarian Settings, 2005 GBV is a life threatening
protection issue primarily affecting women and children. All
humanitarian actors have a responsibility to take action from the
earliest stages of an emergency to prevent GBV and provide
appropriate assistance to survivors.



Addressing GBV includes:
1. PREVENTION: Activities target the root causes and
contributing factors to mitigate risks and modify behaviors
2. RESPONSE: Activities focus on mitigating the impacts of
GBV to save lives and minimize negative consequences



Individual Level Actions comprises of Providing information on
referral services to survivors and those at risk of abuse, providing
survivor

case

management;

establishing

survivor-centered

psychosocial support mechanisms, implementing appropriate
protection and safety mechanisms and ensuring survivors’ access
to legal aid and services, supporting women’s economic, political
and social empowerment and establishing women’s centers or
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

other women-friendly spaces.


Community Level Actions embraces of Establishing and
coordinating integrated GBV response and referral systems;
developing

SOPs,

identifying

and

mobilizing

community

leadership to advance women’s rights and promote services for
GBV survivors, establishing local data collection systems and
information-sharing protocols, developing the capacity of local
women’s rights organizations and structures and other civil society
actors to support women’s economic, political and social
empowerment.


Society Level Actions contains ensuring compliance with relevant
international laws and standards, training key stakeholders and
actors with national influence on human rights, women’s rights,
GBV, etc, monitoring rights violations and implementing nationallevel protective strategies, assessing and identifying areas for legal
and policy reform; advocating, allocating resources and providing
technical support to enable that reform and supporting use of
aggregate, analyzed data for national and global advocacy.



Ensure the physical safety of survivors and those who help them.



Guarantee confidentiality.



Respect the wishes, rights, and dignity of the survivor, be guided
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

by the best interests of the child and ensure non-discrimination is
the main guideline principles of GBV.


For Survivor-Centered Approach in GBV it’s important to
empower the survivor by putting her or him in the center of the
process,

embraces

each

individual

survivor’s

physical,

psychological, emotional, social and spiritual aspects. Each person
has the right to decide who should know about what has happened
to them and what should happen next, each person is unique, each
person reacts differently to GBV and will have different needs as a
result and each person has different strengths, and coping
mechanisms


To effectively identify GBV and design and deliver inter-agency
programmes that address GBV we must have, clear roles and
responsibilities (and accountability for action), Knowledge and
skills to carry out those responsibilities.



The UN Resolution 1325 stresses four main areas of concern
1. The participation of women in peacebuilding
2. The inclusion of a gender perspective in peace processes
and training to promote gender perspective in peace
building
3. The protection of women from violence in crisis and war
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

areas, especially from rape
4. The inclusion of gender perspective in UN reports and



mechanisms for the implementation of peace agreements


Cluster coordinator to share presentation along with contact details
of GBV SC focal person with members.

Increasing women’s involvement in peacebuilding/ promotion
measures, recognizing the ways in which women and men are
affected differently by conflict, preventing gender-specific violence
against women and girls and protecting the rights and needs of
women and girls in armed conflict, developing and implementing
National Action Plans, assuring gender budgeting and setting
identifiable benchmark and time lines for implementation will enable
UN SC resolution 1325 be more effective.

Update/feedback on CoRe Cluster’s 1st quarter’s target, funding &
NOC status


Cluster members were updated on achievements against 1st
quarter’s target which are low due to access and funding issue.



For HSP 2016 CoRe cluster has requested 22.7 million USD and
till date on 9.9 million USD have been contributed. 12.8 million 

Cluster to share funding list with cluster member to update

USD is remaining to fill the funding gab. Cluster members were

accordingly.

requested to share updates about their funding situation relevant
with CoRe activities to incorporate in the funding tracking list.
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DISCUSSION POINTS


ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

NOC tracking list was shared with the cluster members and
requested to share their updated NOC status accordingly.

AOB
Update

on

STAIT

(Senior

Transformative

Agenda

Implementation Team) 6-8 April 2016


The overall purpose of the STAIT mission is to reflect on the
effectiveness

of

the

humanitarian

response

in

Pakistan,

specifically relating to the Transformative Agenda and to identify
how to support the response in accordance with the needs of
affected people.


The key objectives of the mission were: Review the current
humanitarian coordination structures and their effectiveness in
responding to the humanitarian challenges in Pakistan, contribute
to a ‘culture shift’ in the way humanitarian actors work together
by

improving

understanding

and

knowledge

of

the

Transformative Agenda at field level, strengthen the practical and
contextual application of the TA protocols in Pakistan for a more
effective and accountable response by facilitating an HCT- owned
action plan to address gaps/issues, facilitate HCT decisions on
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

how to strengthen collective leadership, coordination, and
accountability, resulting in a HCT- owned action plan to address
gaps/issues, support the HCT to develop an action plan that
complements the Humanitarian Strategic Plan 2016 that reflects
the issues and approaches to the response in Pakistan, including
stabilization, disaster preparedness, long-lasting solutions for
refugees, displaced, returnees and other vulnerable people, and
transitioning from humanitarian response to government led
response structures and action and identify how the ‘protection
focus in all humanitarian assistance’ is applied in Pakistan to
support learning elsewhere.


members and IMWG for the assessment on cluster coordination
on

accountability

to

effected

peoples,

protection/GBV mainstreaming in inter cluster, leadership, gaps
and needs to address at field, provincial, national and global level.
Update on Inter Cluster mission to Kurram, Orakzai & NWA


Cluster coordinator to share final report of STAIT mission with
cluster member.

Mission has bilateral meetings with cluster coordinators, cluster

mechanism,



An inter cluster to Kurram (151 villages, 12,000 families) &
Orakzai (entire Orakzai & 15,500 families) is in process.
Report/findings of the mission will share with the cluster once
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

finalized.


NWA inter cluster mission will take place later on due to NOC
issues.
Update on PHPF & CERF



In the end of April 2016 funding under Pakistan Humanitarian
Pooled fund and end of June 2016 Central Emergency Response
Fund will be initiated in Pakistan. CoRe cluster will advocate
effectually for funding to fill the gap to achieve targets
accordingly.



On request CoRe Cluster will arrange training capacity building
half day training on CERF for members.

Partners Updates
1. CRU Update


Under Social Cohesion and Integration in FATA sector CRU has
achieved Formation of 75 COs, Construction of 10 community
centres and capacity building of 60 Cos.



Rehabilitation of 70 community based infra schemes and paid
labour days created for 20,000 locals under restoration of access
to basic services and infrastructure



Livelihood / skill training for 460 youth, provision of toolkits to
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

all 460 trainees / youth, enterprise development training for 370
trainees under job creation and skill development sector.

2. ILO Update


On request of FATA Secretariat ILO has initiated a pilot project
of vocational skills in housing reconstruction trades from its own
resources.



The objective of project is to train suitable un-skilled workforce
and to facilitate them to undertake housing reconstruction in their
area. Provide a mean of income generation for the local
communities and decrease the shortage of skilled labour for
housing reconstruction



The FATA Secretariat proposed for ILO to work in Khyber
Agency – particularly focusing on Bara Sub Division. The
trainings are imparted in Jamrud area in vocational training center
established by FATA-Development Authority (FATA-DA).



The duration of the project is from March 2016 to July 2016



To fulfill the immediate needs of skilled labour, ILO in
consultation with stakeholders have selected three most
demanding trades. This includes Masonry, Plumbing and
Building Electrician.
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

3. PAWT Update


100 livelihood grants will be disbursed next week in SWA and 15
new community physical infrastructure schemes had been
identified and approved and will be completed by the end of
April.

4. IM Studies Update
IMS and UNDP have signed an LOA where IMS, University of
Peshawar is selected as UNDP’s implementation partner for
imparting training to 3600 youth of Khyber Agency and South
Waziristan Agency in Entrepreneurship and Business development.

5. ACTED Update
ACTED under DFID Project has completed


348 CCG beneficiaries 3rd cycle are in progress



650 CFW Male beneficiaries 1st cycle are in progress



650 CFW Female beneficiaries activities will be started in next
couple of weeks)



70 Cash for training beneficiaries training are in progress( 3
Trades: Dress making for female only, Plumbing & building
electrician for male only)
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DISCUSSION POINTS

ACTION REQUIRED (by WHO and WHEN)

Under ECHO project ACTED activities are


520 CCG beneficiaries 3rd cycle are in progress



300 CFW Male beneficiaries 3st cycle are in progress



250 CFW Female beneficiaries 3st cycle are in progress



75 Cash for training beneficiaries training are in progress
(2 trades: Dress making for female, & building electrician for
male)

6. PRSP Update


120 CFWs, ORS and CCGs are so far proceeded in Alam Gudar,
Jaansi, Ghabey khel ,Sandaley, suran khel, speen qabar , Qambar
khel, Jaansi, said akbar kaley, Niasaar kaley, Gull marjan kaley,
miraj kaley and gul khan Kaley in Bara.



Date/time/venue of the next CoRe cluster meeting will share later
on.
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PARTICIPANTS
Twenty Two agencies participated in the Community Restoration Cluster meeting.
No

Name

Agency

Title
A. Cluster
Coordinator

Mobile

1

Asma Ansari

UNDP

091- 5841564

2

Safina Ijaz

UNDP

Social Cohesion &
gender Officer

3

Naimat Tashfeen

WFP

Livelihood Focal
Person

0313-9955864

4

Niaz Ali

ACTED

Team Leader

0346- 9197671

5

Faisal Anwar

CRU – FATA

Program Manager

0346-8665666

6

Farid Gul

UNFPA

GBV Sub Cluster
Coordinator

0332-9829722

7

Israr Khattak

ADF

CEO

0321-9095509

8

Adnan Khan

SHID

M&E

0332-3393933

9

Arjumand Shah

PRDS

Program Officer

0300-8503702

10

Salman Ali

PRDS

Wash Engineer

11

Shahista Bibi

AHO

Grants Coordinator
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Email
Asma.ansari@undppartners.org.pk
Safina.ijaz@undp.org

0342-9051401
0336-5670771

Naimat.tashfeen@wfp.org
Peshawar.teamleader@acted.org

Fezz2002@gmail.com
gul@unfpa.org
izakhattak@gmail.com
shidngo@gmail.com

Arjumand.shah@prdspak.org
Salman.ali@prdspak.org
grants@aho.org.pk

No

Name

Agency

Title

Mobile

Email

12

Haider Said

HRDN

Project Advisor

0300-9074755

Haider.said@hrdn.net

13

Omer Farooq

AICD

Reporting Officer

0333-9393719

Omer.aicd@gmail.com

14

M. Rizwan Bashir

HIN

Program Manager

0343-5431799

Rizwan@helpinneed.org

15

Gohar Ayub

PAWT

Coordination
Officer

0332-9747183

Gohar.ayub@pawt.org.pk

16

Umar Mohammad

AHD

Coordinator

0333-9552200

17

Syed Fawad

Relief Pakistan

P. M

0314-9000426

Syed.fawad@reliefpakistan.org

18

Naeem Khalid

ILO

Project Officer

0333-5021053

Khalidn@ilo.org

19

Sadia Khan

SHED

Coordination and
Advocacy Manager

0300-6786791

20

Asif Kamal

PRSP

Manager M&E

0343-5304117

21

Nasir Khan

Hujra

Admin

0333-9159166

22

Amir Hussain

IM Studies

Coordinator

0300-5930228

23

Adnan Kakakhal

SRSP

Agency Coordinator 0300-5968806
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Sadia.shedpakistan.org.pk

Amirhussain75@upesh.edu.pk
Adnan.kakakhel@yahoo.com

